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Abstract.
The secret of making beautiful combine is hidden in the little parts and details. Accessories are always essential parts of wardrobes regardless of whether they are a man or a woman. These indispensable parts adapt to everyone and fashion lovers' style with a variety of tastes. From daily combinations to supper combinations, from office elegance to special occasions, your clothes have the power to change the atmosphere entirely. We will talk about the fascinating role of accessories on clothing in this article.
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**Introduction.** Accessory means detail. A word used for secondary things in a work of art. Accessories do not directly affect the overall structure of the product, they are elements that make it more attractive and useful. In the broadest sense, accessory is an inclusive expression from the French language and refers to materials used to fashionably complete and decorate clothing. When we say accessories, of course, jewelry or belts, bags should not come to mind. In addition to these, shawls, scarves, etc. you can also use parts as accessories. What you need to focus on is deciding which of the clothes and accessories will stand out. Choosing the type of accessory to complement one's outfit is influenced by various factors, including the specific context of where the person is going. For example, if a person is going to work his accessory choice will be different from entertainment or evening wear. That's why depending on the place and destination of a person, different accessories should be chosen. Knowing how to use accessories is definitely a matter of personal taste. It demands pleasure to put the right cloth in the right place and change the whole atmosphere with it. Therefore, the more you use accessory and educate yourself in this regard, the more fashionable and stylish you will become over time. In short, using accessories improves you. So be brave and get used to it.

**Types of accessories.**
Clothing accessories: bags, belts, hats, gloves, glasses, jewelry, bijouterie, scarves, etc., complementing the harmony of men's and women's clothing. (picture 1,2,3,4) [2]

- Personal things;
- Accessories;

**Factors to consider when choosing accessories.**
- Colour harmony;
- Human adaptation;
- Compatibility with the structure;
- Compatibility of place and time;
- Adaptation to physical and mental health;
- Compatibility with economic values;
- Compatibility with the fashion of the day;
- Easy cleaning feature;
- Proportion to clothing;
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Get to know the stylish accessories that dominate the outfit, providing a power advantage in style. Huge brooches, jewels, pearls hanging from the neck, large necklaces, thick belts around the waist bring autumn to life. Achieve a characteristic look by adding maximalist elegance to the minimalist clothing of the season with accessories.

Glamorous style with precious stones
Witness the elegance of bold gemstone studded brooches. Accessories that will add an eye-catching effect to your outfits with their attractive shine and innovative design will be indispensable for ambitious women this season. Let precious stones play a leading role in your combinations, not only for casual elegance, but also for accompanying your every moment.

Maximal style with brooches
Those small accessories worn on the collar gave way to huge brooches.(picture 1) It is not clear where these accessories, which we are used to seeing in most jackets, will stop. The strong elegance of brooches, sometimes around the neck and sometimes adding movement to bags, is always constant. The huge brooches we see on the V-section of the coats don't stop the furs from being eye-catching when you close the front.

The dominant power of giant necklaces
Accessories will determine the strength of your style in the new season. The big necklaces that you will put on your soft knitted clothes will allow you to create symbolic combinations. Layered pearl necklaces from the eighties are accompanied by exaggerated pieces that epitomize the fashion of the era. Especially in Chanel fashion shows we will see fringed pearls on classic Chanel embroidered fabrics in many combinations of the season. In addition, large necklaces that jump into daily life exhibit a very meaningful stance. You can add variety to your combinations with these necklaces that you can use with casual old jackets and plain shirts.

Romantic summers
The most romantic form of the season is the butterfly accent. Among the sharp thorns the butterfly tied to the collar of the shirts worn looks sweet and softens the style. Butterflies making themselves known in collars and even in...
outerwear take strong steps forward.

Style accent with thick belts. You will love the style statement of thick belts bringing a retro touch to the new season. In foreign clothing items such as skirts and coats, belts that sit on the waist of skirts and pants are quite eye-catching. With high-waisted belts that you can tie around even the simplest jackets, you will go on a different journey. You must definitely use this magical accessory of the season. The way to emphasize style and have a striking style with a small touch goes through accessories. Correct accessory selection can even save itself from a wrong combination, but wrong accessory selection can have a negative impact on combinations consisting of correct fabrics. Today many accessories are designed for men and women. That's why choosing the right and suitable accessories is of great importance in men's clothing combinations. For choosing the right accessories it is necessary to pay attention to some small details. [3, p.27]

Before, scarves that were used as a long bow tie and presented a classic look are taking up more and more space day by day. Men's fashion is significantly influenced by this change in the use of scarves. The scarf technique that is attached to the outside of the collar is replaced by scarves that are attached to the inside of the collar, giving a nice look. To complete your combination with a scarf, it is enough to choose the right colour, pattern and fabric. Especially scarves selected with suits and shirts can sometimes be used in place of ties. Scarves that can be used both day and night can sometimes create different styles. For example, to achieve a modern look, you can select your scarf with a suit or shirt in basic colors like black and white. For a more sporty look, you can choose a scarf with a crepe fabric in a more vivid color and pattern and combine it with fabrics like a sweater as you like. When tying your scarf, it is enough to pass both ends through each other like a loose knot and insert the ends into the collar.

Rules of use of accessories

Who should stay away from which style of jewelry?

If you are short, you should stay away from large hoops and long earrings that fall on the shoulders. Because this
type of jewelry makes your neck look even thicker. If you have a short neck; when choosing chokers, choose the thin ones. Actually ladies with thick necks should prefer bracelets and rings rather than necklaces. Women with great-chested; In V-neck blouses, you should cover that opening with a necklace as your chest size will appear larger. However, you should pay attention that your choice of necklace does not fall below the chest. Night invitations and special nights; Shine with gold, silver, diamonds, and emeralds instead of fake jewelry when using evening dresses at night gatherings. Do not choose sports watches for special cases. Get a stylish evening wear watch to wear on special nights. If you are going to use neon jewelry; these colors look good on wheat skin. Brunettes should stay away from neon and fluorescent jewelry.

Choice of accessories according to your hair type. If you have short hair; bright necklaces will look great. Especially for ladies with short hair, big earrings make them look very beautiful and cool. The best choice of jewelry for ladies with long hair will be long and luxurious earrings. Dark hair colour also affects jewelry selection. Namely, since the hair is already dark, you can create a harsh appearance by choosing dark accessories. That is why, you should pay attention to the colour of your jewelry. As long as you pay attention to the information we gave above, you can elevate your combinations to higher levels and attract all eyes with your elegance.

Complementary accessories to clothing

When choosing accessories what needs to be considered is very important in this regard, as in every field. Using the wrong accessory can make your outfit ordinary, plain and exaggerated. Therefore, what should be paid attention when choosing an accessory? If you like to use big and eye-catching accessories, it would be better choice not to use too many accessories at the same time. You can look more stylish with jewelry that you prefer similar colours. Using jewelry not only adds colour to simple clothes, but also enhances your elegance in ambitious fabrics. Even everyday fabrics can be stylishly combined with the right accessory choices. Because of this using the right accessories is very important. [4, p.56]

Accessories are the secret to helping combine your
appearance and can help you create different looks even when wearing the same outfit. Here are three main tips to help you elevate your look no matter where you're going or what you're doing:

1. Accessories are always the solution. They are chosen according to your personal style to set you apart from others. As Michael Kors says; "Accessories are the exclamation mark of your outfit." Whether you work from home or travel every day of the year, even if you have a few main fabrics rented or hanging in your wardrobe, great accessories are never secondary – they're essential to complete your look.

2. It's better together.
Some things are better together, and perfectly layered accessories create a look that not only turns heads, but also makes a woman feel confident and her best. The most common accessories are jewelry, scarves, shoes and bags.

3. It can be easily combined.
A carefully selected collection of accessories maximizes your look and makes a difference. As a busy professional woman or mother, you can always remember that you can refresh your look in five seconds just by changing your jewelry. Recently the selection of the most popular pieces also offers a more modern look. Minimal necklaces, multiple rings, gold-colored rings, rope bracelets and waterway bracelets are often preferred.

Conclusion. We have seen the importance of accessories on clothing in the article we have written. We have learned all the steps from how to use them to their types. While it may seem simple to master the art of creating stylish outfits and stylish outfits every day, you may need some tips. Whether you're heading to the office, a party or just a Sunday brunch, you can look stylish and beautiful every time you step out thanks to the style tricks that are revolutionizing women's casual fashion. How do the clothes we wear affect our psychology and influence how people think about us?

Style is a great power for anyone who knows how to use it. Our clothes affect both our own mood and how others perceive us. It's time to be stylish.
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